Sidewinder 27
Mechanical Sweeper

For quick retrieval of trash and litter, the Sidewinder 27 is ideal
for indoor or outdoor use, in damp or dry conditions.
l The 27-inch sweeping path makes quick work of hard surface clean-up
jobs—five times faster than push brooms.
l The removable hopper makes emptying the machine quick and easy.
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l The 12-inch (30.5 cm) side broom assures dirt along walls and curbs is
picked up by the main brush.
l The pressure adjustment knobs, one for the side broom and another for
the main broom, allow the operator to keep the Sidewinder 27 working
at the proper brush height.
l Lightweight and maneuverable, the Sidewinder 27 is a natural for
shopping malls, movie theatres, supermarkets, warehouses, and parking
lots, where litter removal is necessary.

Sidewinder 27 Specifications
Sweeping Path

27 in (68.6 cm) main and side broom
combined

Main Broom

19 in (48.3 cm)

Side Broom

12 in (30.5 cm) overlaps main brush

Drive
Dust Control

Manual
Rubber seals

Construction
Frame

Injection-molded polyethylene

Hopper

Injection-molded polyethylene

Hopper Capacity

12 gal (40 L)

Main Broom

Nylon

Side Broom

Nylon

Wheels
Caster
Switches & Controls

1

Body Height
Length
Width With Broom

3 in (8 cm)
Separate brush height adjustment for
each broom

1 The rugged injection molded polyethylene body
and hopper stands up to years of use.

37 in (94 cm)
10 in (25.5 cm)
54.5 in (138.5 cm)

Machine

44 lbs (20 kg)

Shipping

47 lbs (21.3 kg)

Warranty
Productivity

2

The side broom sweeps the dirt and debris away
from walls and curbs into the pick-up path of the
brushes.

3

Large wheels provide excellent traction both
indoors and out. With a single front caster, the
Sidewinder 27 is extremely maneuverable.

4

Tough pulley belt, activated by the movement of
the wheels, powers the side brush for edge work.

31.5 in (80 cm)

Weight

Shipping Class

4

Two 11 in (30 cm)

Dimensions
Handle Height

2

3

100
1 year limited
31,000 sq ft/hour (2,880 m2)

The manual feature of this
sweeper saves energy, not
using electricity or battery
power.
The 12-gallon (40 liter)
hopper can be easily lifted
out and emptied.

The side broom can
be tipped back during
transport and when not
needed.

The main brush can be
adjusted by turning the
knob at the rear of the
sweeper. the sidebroom
has a separate adjustment.
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The large wheels make
this machine easy to push,
reducing operator fatigue.
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